PORTFOLIO
DRESSERS & ARMOIRES

5-DRAWER DRESSER

Warm Wisconsin Cherry is the wood of
choice for this tall 5-drawer dresser. The
boards are kiln dried to control expansion
and contraction due to seasonal changes in
humidity. The drawers will function smoothly
year ‘round. Drawer backs and sides are
made of Maple, giving a nice contrast to the
Cherry and showing off the dovetails.
• Dovetailed drawers
• Cast brass hardware
• 44” T x 36” W x 19” D
• Hand-rubbed oil finish
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Why I stain White Oak
White oak is the only species I stain. This is to replicate
the look the early Arts & Crafts craftsmen used to get
by “fuming” the wood with ammonia. Doing this highlights the medulary rays that are produced by quarter
sawing the log. The stain is not only faster, but less
offensive to use.
For more info about quarter sawn wood, check out my
FAQ page on the website.

10-DRAWER DRESSER

This dresser is loaded with drawers—plenty
of storage for even the most avid clothing
collector. I make the drawers with dovetail
construction and carefully fit the openings
for a flush presentation and flawless
operation. The drawer sides and back are
stained to match the front and made of
durable Red Oak. This commanding piece
also looks stunning in natural Cherry.
• Dovetailed drawers
• Cast brass hardware
• 39" T x 67" W x 19" D
• Hand-rubbed oil finish
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ARTS & CRAFTS ARMOIRE

This large Cherry two-piece unit is designed
to be versatile. It creates a focal point in the
room, yet breaks down into two manageable
parts for moving up stairs or across the
country. Upper section houses adjustable
shelves behind doors that fold back to the
side of the cabinet with 270° hinges. Lower section features four graduated height
dresser drawers.
• Dovetailed drawers
• Cast brass hardware
• 76" T x 40" W x 21" D
• Hand-rubbed oil finish
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4-DRAWER DRESSER

The smooth-operating drawers and sturdy
construction of this 4-drawer dresser are
one reason I guarantee my workmanship.
Not only beautiful and functional, this piece
is made to last a lifetime. Created in durable
Red Oak in a simple Craftsman style, this
dresser features reproduction cast brass
drawer pulls for an authentic look.
A pair to share
This medium size dresser design works particularly
well in pairs. One for you and one for your significant
other, or separate out your seasonal attire, either way
they are a versatile way to outfit your bedroom.

• Dovetailed drawers
• Cast brass hardware
• 39" T x 33" W x 19" D
• Hand-rubbed oil finish
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SMALL ARMOIRE

What wood is that? This small armoire,
designed to store guest bed linens, is a
sure conversation piece. The cool graphic
art of Mother Nature shown on the door
panel guarantees a one-of-a-kind piece.
And I guarantee the workmanship to last a
lifetime. The flashy wood is naturally occurring Spalted Maple, and the frame, top and
Asian-inspired base are made of Cherry.
• Adjustable shelves
• Sandhill custom door pull
• 61" T x 30" W x 16" D
• Hand-rubbed oil finish
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Cherry in living color
Don’t be surprised if your Cherry furniture looks
fairly light when it is first delivered. The wood needs
a little time to mellow into its characteristic warm
red glow. Each board is unique, with different figure
and tones.
Part of my art as a furniture maker is to carefully
select what boards will be placed together to get
a pleasing result. Big factory production doesn’t
allow for this attention to detail, so typically “storebought” Cherry furniture is stained dark to cover up
the variances in the wood.

ASYMMETRICAL 10-DRAWER DRESSER

Bird’s eye Maple tops this hardwood Cherry
10-drawer dresser. Just the right amount of
storage comes from combining a 5-drawer
dresser with a narrow lingerie dresser along
side. My signature Sandhill arches at the
bottom accent the asymmetrical effect.
• Dovetailed drawers
• Cast brass hardware
• Leg-levelers
• 44" T x 50" W x 19" D
• Hand-rubbed oil finish
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CUSTOM ORDERS
HOW TO COMMISSION YOUR OWN CUSTOM FURNITURE FROM SANDHILL DESIGNS

The process is simple, and a lot of fun

3Begin by browsing my website, then gather
your ideas, rough sketches and measurements.

3Contact me, we’ll discuss your project and needs.
3I’ll draft a sketch and submit a bid for your
approval.

3Depending on your deadlines and my current
schedule, we’ll set up a time line.

3Once I receive your deposit, work begins on the
project.

3Balance is due prior to delivery
(usually within 8-10 weeks).

EVERY ORDER IS A “SPECIAL ORDER”
To honor the integrity of the original turn-ofthe-century pieces, all Sandhill Designs are
crafted with time-honored woodworking
techniques and quality materials proven to last
generations. My objective is to build beautiful,
solidly-constructed furniture that will survive
day-to-day living, and eventually be handed
down to your grandchildren. With that in mind,
all my furniture carries a full guarantee of
workmanship. I will personally handle any
questions or concerns and take pride in your
complete satisfaction.
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